




 The Gift Clause of Arizona’s Constitution bars cities and other 
entities from “

.”   Ariz. Const. 

to allow “ release time,”  that is, 

 Police officers employed by the City of Phoenix (“ the City” ) 

of the Phoenix Law Enforcement Association (“ PLEA” ).  

(“ MOU” ) governs the officers’ wages, hours, and general 

 
Marcus Huey (collectively “ Taxpayers” ) sued the City



–

“ legitimate ssociation business,”  

 –
–

officer “ has agreed to work with and assist the ity’s legislative lobbyist.”   

 –

 



MOU does “
.”   

’ “ –

s.”   

 

 We review a trial court’s grant of an injunction for an abuse

 “ Neither the state, nor any county, 

therwise, to any individual, association, or corporation.”   
– preventing the “ depletion of 

enterprise”  and protecting public funds against use for “ the 
nterest of any individual.”   

– –

(1984) (“ The constitutional 

” ).

 



the consideration received by the government is not “ grossly 
disproportionate”  to the amounts paid to the private entity.  

challenges, “ [a] panoptic view of the facts of each transaction is required,”  
and “ courts must not be overly technical and must give appropriate 

ings of the governmental body.”   

 

 ode’s Meet and Confer Ordinance

“ to
organization with their public employer”  when negotiating employment 

The “ authorized representative”  – –

– – and “ is authorized to participate in the 

”   
The Code also requires PLEA, as the employees’ representative, 

the City “ to resolve grievances and disputes 
relating to wages, hours, and working conditions.”   

 All agreements arrived at by the City and the employees’ 



 

–

the City’s negotiators testified, without contradiction, that if the City had 

that “ [t]he cost to the City for these release positions, 

.”

affected by the trial court’s observing that officers could not simply divide 

release time under “ Compensation/ Wages.”   Similarly, we do not think 
that the MOU’s characterization of release time as part of total 
compensation is undermined by one Councilman’s statements (made long 

seek to interpret contracts to give effect to parties’ 

 
Noting the benefits of “ harmonious and cooperative relationships between 
the City and its employees,”  the MOU states that the full
positions, and release hours, afford “ an efficient 

management concerns.”   

Unit 4 officers “ in administrative investigations and grievance/ disciplinary 



of the [MOU].”

 

to “ Departmental operational and scheduling factors,”  and requires at least 

t be used for “ legitimate [PLEA] business.”   
time, sworn officers who “ w ill 

at all times remain qualified to perform”  normal police duties and who 
remain bound by “ the City’s and the Police Department’s rules, regulations, 

”   

 

me in its MOU for Unit 4 for decades.  The City’s Meet and 

collectively with respect to “ wages, hours, and working .”   

employees’ “
.”   

Int’l Ass’n 

 



as a “ payment to PLEA”  
what the MOU “ obligated PLEA to provide the City in return.”     

the City’s agreement to pay officers for time (some full

“ panoptic view”  of the 

 We also reject PLEA’s argument that the release time 

in evaluating Taxpayers’ challenge to the release time 

 
“ foster or promote the purely private or 

personal interests”  of PLEA.  

 
“ reality of the transaction” and not merely “ surface 

”

“

specific purpose constitutes a ‘public purpose’ is assigned to the political 
”



“ only in those rare cases in which the 
governmental body’s discretion has been unquestionably abused.”   

 

 

; under the MOU and the City’s ordinance, PLEA is obliged 

 

the City’s Meet and 
Int’l Ass’n of Machinists 

paid union “ shop steward”  provides services that “ benefit union and 
corporation alike” ).

 
does not serve a public purpose but instead benefits PLEA as a “ private 
entity.”

(“ panoptic 
view”  required).  T



employee unions and the public’s interest.  PLEA, as the authorized 

–
–

209 (“ It is also the purpose of this 
employee relations”  

by recognizing public employees’ right to be represented by an 
on of their choosing in their “ employer

the City” ).
than a private employer based on “ the unique fact that the public employer 

”  

 

the dissent’s c purpose may be served by PLEA’s 

209(1) (“ The people of Phoenix have a fundamental 

between the City government and its employees.” ).

 

specifying the “ wages, hours, and working conditions”  for Unit 
4 officers, recognizing the role of PLEA as the officers’ authorized 

 



 Consideration is a “ or return promise”  that is 
bargained for in exchange for the other party’s promise.  

arm’s length, 
under the Gift Clause “ because paying 

effectively creates a subsidy from the public to the seller.”   

 
a “ panoptic view”  of the transaction.  

’s language “ was 
technical view of the transaction” ); 

using term “ panoptic”  in rejecting contention that 
a mutual insurance company’s 

is “ a long
contract”  Int’l Union of 
Operating Eng’rs, Local 139

’ Ass’n

 

 



–
–

eneral contractual principle that one party’s performance 
(here, the City’s agreement to pay release time) may be supported by 
“ consideration”  in the form of performance or a return promise by either 

contracting party’s performance, are not consideration for Gift Clause 

 The City’s payments for release time are supported by 
consideration both in terms of PLEA’s obligations under the MOU and the 
City Code as the employee’s authorized represen

release time payments is not “ grossly disproportionate,”  

 

 In applying the “ consideration”  prong of the Gift Clause, 
as in assessing “ public purpose,”  
decisions of elected officials.  “ The Gift Clause is violated when [the] 
consideration, compared to the expenditure, is ‘so inequitable and 
unreasonable that it amounts to an abuse of discretion.’”  



 
in holding that the MOU’s release time provisions 

Court upheld a provision in a school district’s collective barg

the teacher’s association.  The contract provisions specified how the teacher 

noted that “ the duties imposed upon [the association’s president] are 

prohibition.”   141 Ariz. at 350, 687 P.2d at 358.  Here, the cou
noted that, “ [u]nlike the detailed, mandatory contractual provisions upheld 

,”  the MOU does “ not obligate PLEA to 
duty in exchange for release time.”  

 

 

 

related to PLEA’s role as the authorized representative for the 



representative, who is “ to work with and assist the ity’s legislative 
lobbyist.”  2012

 
the use of release time as “ unchecked.”   Nor is the dissent 

“ diverting officers from safeguarding the 
”  

such approval is “ subject to 
epartmental operational and scheduling factors.”

 by Taxpayers’ arguments that 

unrelated to PLEA’s representational

reason to complain of PLEA’s violation of the collective bargaining 

(1967) (“ The appropriate remedy for a breach of a 
union’s duty of fair representation must vary w ith the circumstances of
particular breach.” ).

–
–



 We also reject Taxpayers’ assertion that our decision in 

held that the City’s

, when “ not bargained for as 
part of the contracting party’s promised performance,”  do not satisfy the 
“ consideration”  prong of the Gift Clause analysis.  

 

in l ight of the City’s Meet 

release time provisions, serves a public purpose and that the City’s 

address Taxpayers’ arguments, which were 

the “ right to work”  provisions 

 
the trial court’s judgment



 

majority undercuts the Gift Clause’s aim “ to prevent governmental bodies 

public enterprises.”   

 

321, 718 P.2d at 480 (stating that “ the fear of private gain or exploitation of 
public funds envisioned by the drafters of our constitution”  is absent when 
private entity’s operation of public hospital is subject to the control and 

As a testifying labor expert put it, “ [PLEA 

”   

and engage in any activities that promote PLEA’s 
, even if it is to the City’s detriment

’ ’ ’ ’
, 611 F.3d 483, 486 (9th Cir. 2010) (“ After all, the very purpose 

ions is to advocate zealously for their members.” ).

 



 jority’s stronger argument is that the release time 

“ ”

“ chunk”  was “ costed”  against the compensation package as a whole, and if 

rtment suggested to City negotiators that “ [a] reduction in 
cost of City funded PLEA operations”  would “ increas[e] funds available for 

critical functions;”  the department did not suggest that a reduction 

 Other evidence supports the trial court’s finding that the 
MOU provisions were negotiated individually and “ not as a total package 

wished.”  
(“ We defer to the trial court’s findings of fact unless they are clearly 
erroneous.” ).  City Councilman Sal DiCiccio testified that the MOU 
provisions were “ separately negotiated”  rather than as part of a “ total 

”   
And release time cannot be accurately “ costed”  to officers’ salaries 

– –



 
release time is funded “ in lieu of wages and benefits.”   

whenever the parties agree that subsidies are “ compensation.”  

er the “ reality of the transaction”  
and not just the “ su face indicia of public purpose” ).

 

time serves a public purpose as “ compensation.”   Following the majority’s 

to establish a coffee house near a police station for the officers’ 
enjoyment.   If “ public purpose”  can be stretched this far, the Gift Clause, 

 



 

for expenditure that “ is not so inequitable and 
unreasonable that it amounts to an abuse of discretion” ) (citation and 

consideration turns on “ the objective fair market value”  of wha

 

that “ indirect benefits”  
that Unit 4 officers’ agreement to work as police officers 

I likewise reject the majority’s reasoning here.

 

I would uphold the trial court’s injunction.


